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news
views
Should the faculty unionize? Why or
why not?
Of the ten persons questioned by news
views, five said that they believed the
teachers should unionize to accomplish
goals and for strength. The other five
were against faculty unionization
because teachers would have too much
power and salary increases would be Panic ia A. Dejoy, junior
I wouldn't really like to see them
much higher.
unionized just for the fact it would
cause a lot of problems. I don't want to
miss out on a quarter and not graduate
Newsphotos by Karen Borchers
on time. But I can see the need to
unionize for strength.

Vol. 61 , No. 84

Jill S. Wooley, sophomore
If the teachers feel they need a union,
then I think they should unionize. There
must be some need for it. If a union will
unite them and get something accomplished, then I think they should.

The

Tim G. Morris, sophomore
I don't think they should unionize
because anything that's got a union has
already got too much power, in my
opinion.

Timothy M. Kummerer, junior
If they can strike now and it goes
through, well then what need is there to
form a union? I really don't see how it
would benefit and if it would benefit if
they strike anyways. Through their own
teachers' organizations they have
almost the same power as a union, to
my knowledge.

Allen D. Bruder, senior
I think they should unionize for the
same reasons that everybody else does.
Just like any other union, UAW or the
mine workers. They're another labor
group.
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Faculty evaluation effectiveness in doubt
By Paula Winslow
Staff Reporter
The role of student evaluations in
judging teaching effectiveness recently
came under fire by Dr. David S.
Newman, professor of chemistry and
president of Faculty Senate.
Newman said at a Senate Executive
Committee meeting last month, that
because personality traits of both
students and teachers come into play in
student evaluations, the assessments
often are inadequate in determining
faculty merit.
The mandatory evaluations are a
factor in awarding faculty tenure and
promotions.
NEWMAN SAID that student
evaluations often become a "grading"
of the instructor rather than an
assessment of his teaching methods'.

"Students aren't competent to grade
and the evaluations aren't monitored or
validated," he explained.
Newman said that students often may
use evaluations to spite a disliked
teacher and department chairmen may
change student responses to be more
favorable.
HE ACKNOWLEDGED that student
opinions can be valid in revealing weak
areas in a teacher's methods.
"Everyone can improve," he said.
He recommended that student and
peer evaluations be used to suggest
improvements rather than to determine merit or promotions.
Each college in the University has its
own policy concerning the use of
student evaluations, he said.
DM FEBRUARY 1976. the College of
Business Administration voted to
discontinue mandatory student

evaluations. But they still are used to
"identify shortcomings of teaching
approaches and to exploit strengths,"
Dean Karl E. Vogt said.
"Though they are very helpful, they
shouldn't be part of the management of
the awards system," he added.
Vogt said that he has seen no
widespread misuse of evaluations by
students or faculty, especially since the
evaluations are no longer mandatory in
that college.
DR. ALLEN N. KEPKE. associate
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, said that student assessments are
"another piece of evidence that goes
into the composite."
Each department in that college
interprets the information and considers it when rewarding faculty, he
explained.
"I don't know that it's the best way,"

he said, adding that he does not know a
better method.
IN THE COLLEGE of Education, the
evaluations are used with peer and
chairman evaluations to determine
promotion and tenure, according to
Dean David G. Elsass.
He said they are important factors in
evaluating teaching skill, scholarly
performance and service, all used to
reward faculty.
If the assessments are used as part of
a composite, they are an "important
contribution," he explained.
EACH DEPARTMENT in the College
of Musical Arts had its own policy
regarding student evaluations, according to Kenley P. Inglefield, acting
chairman of the department of music
composition and history.
The college, which has its own

Family plan approved for center
By Terry Potosnak
Assistant Copy Editor
As a result of a proposal passed
yesterday by the Student Recreation
Center Council, children of University
students, faculty and staff members

will not be charged for limited usage of
the Student Recreation Center.
The family plan states that when a
parent is a member of the rec center,
children also will be considered
members at no charge.
However, child memberships only

can be honored during hours designated
as "family plan hours." Council set
those hours at 7-9 p.m. Friday, 9-11 a.m.
Saturday, and 3-5 p.m. Sunday.
IN HIS RECOMMENDATION to the
council, Recreation Director Ben
McGuire said that the family program
was kept within those times "to provide
the student body with 'kiddie free'
hours."
According to the proposal, children
using the center must be between seven
and 18 years old and must obtain a rec
center picture identification card.
Children also must remain under the
supervision of a parent when in the
center.
MCGUIRE EXPRESSED some
opposition to the proposal saying that
other groups wanting to use the center
for only a few hours a week might also
expect to pay no fee.
"We have said from the day the first
spade of dirt was turned that everyone
who used the center would pay for it.
You are setting a precedent here by
allowing any units to use the center for
free," McGuire said.
Lyle T. Calcamuggia, undergraduate

council member, said, "If you want a
frank student's opinion, the students
are going to come out and look you right
in the eyeball and say, 'These kids are
going to take up space.'"
BUT WARREN J. SCHOLLER,
assistant professor of health and
physical education and faculty council
member, said he agrees to letting
children use the center.
"If you get the kids out, you get the
mothers out, and this is what we want,"
he said.
In other business. James W. Lessig.
executive director of alumni and
development, discussed rec center
usage by University alumni.
He proposed that alumni pay a
slightly higher quarterly fee but that
they be given a "slight break" when
using the center under the guest policy.
THE IDEA will be discussed at the
council's meeting Tuesday in 436
Student Services Bldg. Seniors are
urged to attend the meeting to help
form alumni policy.
Interested students may contact
council chairman Roger Gerhardstein
Jr. at the Office of Student Affairs, 3722147.

student evaluation form, recommends
that each faculty member be evaluated
at least once a year, he said. The
evaluations are then summarized and
filed "for future consideration."
"Inevitably, there will be personality
conflicts." he admitted. "But they ithe
evaluations) are valuable as part of the
overall picture."
Dr. Richard E. Morgan, assistant
Dean of the College of Health and
Community Services, said the

evaluations are required and play an
important role in awarding promotions
in the college.
"We've never had a promotion
without student evaluations." he noted.
"Who knows better what's going on in
the classroom than the student?" he
asked.
The question is likely to remain
unanswered until the executive committee drafts a statement on the issue
and presents it to Faculty Senate.

Interviews to be held
for SGA candidates
The News will interview 60 candidates from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow through Thursday for the
Student Government Association
I.SCIAI April 27 election
'
Candidates for senate seats should
make appointments with the News
secretary or managing editor before 9
a.m. the day they wish to interview.
Each candidate will have 15 minutes
to answer prepared questions and
state reasons for wanting to be an
SGA senator.
CANDIATES FOR SGA president,
vice president, coordinator of state

and community affairs, coordinator of
academic
affairs,
student
representative to the Board of
Trustees and the Union Activities
Organization dircctor-at-large can
schedule 15-minute interviews from
10:30a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow through
Thursday.
The interviews will be used to
provide students with Information
about the candidates and their platforms. In addition, they will add to the
criteria the New uses to endorse
candidates.
Time periods that candidates can
be photographed will be announced
tomorrow.

EDITORIALS...The News thinks the executive committee of
Faculty Senate should think twice before requesting an restriction
on the powers of student evaluations of instructors. Page 2.

Weather
Mostly sunny
High 60 (15 C)
Low 35 (2 C)
10 percent chance of rain

Lucy
Economist first, politician second
By Dennis J. Sadowskl
and Tom Griesser

Newspholo by Dave Ryan
BLOOD BAG RELAY-Juniors Nan Taylor, left, and Kathy Rlnnert, Med
Tech Club president, were two of about 30 participants in the Med Tech
Olympics last night in Northeast Commons. At the Olympics, nine games
were converted to medical terminology and appropriate props were used.
In the picture, the team members attempt to pass the bag of Mood
without using their hands.

It is unusual for a woman to be
elected to a state office. It is even more
unusual for an economist to be elected
statewide.
But that is not stopping Lucille G.
Ford.
Ford is seeking the Republican
nomination for lieutenant governor.
She is running with Charles F. Kurfess,
(R-Perrysburg) who is seeking the
GOP's nomination for governor in the
June 6 primary.
"I DON'T KNOW when they've had
an economist in the state house," Ford,
56, said.
"As far as being a woman is concerned, I hope we're past the day when
we vote for an Individual because
they're male or female," Ford, who
holds a Ph.D. in economics, said.
"I might attract a little more at-

Election 78
tention. The attention may lead to the
opportunity to find out whether this
person has something to offer."
Ford, an economics professor and
dean of special programs at Ashland
College, said she believes her lack of
experience in public office will not
hinder her. She claims Kurfess considered it a plus.
"YOUR FIRST impact is 'Well, there's
no experience there.' But there's a life
of experience from another vantage
point-from the point of view of an
economist," she said.
Ford said that Rhodes, who will be
69 years old on election day, is "shortrun, traditional" in his decisionmaking. As an example, she cited
Rhodes' recent decision to pressure the

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
into easing pollution standards on
several industries, resulting in a
$700,000 loss to the state.
"He is a pragmatist who solves
things on a crisis basis without trying to
study the complexities of the
problems," she said.
LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR
Richard G. Celeste, who seeks the
Democratic nomination for governor,
follows traditional Democratic policies
of increased government spending.
Ford said.
"This both Chuck and I resist."
Ford attributed recent statewide
school levy defeats as resistance to
increased property taxes and "taxes in
general."
A major issue facing Ohioans is the
rising cost of higher education. Ford
said. To offset these costs, she said she
supports a state version of the tax

credit bill Congress is considering.
TAX BREAKS would preserve
student
options to attend private
colleges. Ford said.
She explained that state subsidies to
higher education must keep pace with
inflation so that services will not be cut
and tuitions will not increase substantially.
Concerning energy, rising utilitycosts necessitate non-partisan appointments to the Public Utility
Commission of Ohio, Ford said.
STANDARDS SHOULD be set for
appointments to the board, which
deternunes utility rates, she added.
Ford said that she is eager to introduce new ideas and pesons into state
government.
"I have found over the years that the
political arena tended to be much too
repetitious, traditional," she said. "My
primary thrust and concern is one of
walking away from that entirely."

opinion
profs must make
the grade, too
Dr. David S. Newman, president of Faculty Senate, said at that body's
executive committee meeting last month that mandatory evaluations of
University professors weighs too heavily in promotion and tenure
decisions.
Newman said that the evaluation procedure was better at indicating
improvements that might be made in teaching methods, adding that
students, however, are not competent to judge professors for promotion.
That's a pretty interesting observation, considering the amount of time
students spend with professors both in and out of the classroom.
The students are here for an education, and nothing can hinder that
.'ll< n i more than a prof with whom they cannot communicate. If ideas are
not related, education does not take place.
i
Having to please a student in the classroom is not an evil in teaching. If
a professor consistently refuses to be aware of his students, he is not
going to be a very good teacher.
The News by no means thinks that students should have the final say
in hiring, firing and promotion decisions. A professor's classroom is his,
run by his teaching philosophy. But input from students has to have
some clout. Without it. the evaluation system might as well be discontinued.
Students feel the pressure of "getting graded" every day. It means they
have to try harder to prove they belong in the college classroom. If they
do not make the grade, they are weeded out by the University.
The News sees nothing wrong with subjecting professors to a watereddown version of the same system.

'judgment is founded on truth..

guest columnist

going, going, sold to number 67
My name is Lynne and I am a junkie.
It all began when I lived in Michigan
and became addicted to garage sales. I
thought I'd kicked the habit since
moving to Ohio last winter, but several
weeks ago I discovered Ohio's answer
to my addiction...The Almighty Auction.
My husband and I approached the
rustic-looking building wringing our
hands in great anticipation. True to
garage sale form, cars were parked in a
maze-like structure making it impossible to even see the entrance. After
succumbing to an empty spot a half
mile down the road, we trudged back
through the snow, found the entrance
and were given a ticket, number 67,
after reciting our name, rank and serial
number to the secretary. She explained
that if we purchased something, our
number was recorded by an assistant,
enabling them to nail us at the door for
payment.
THE HUGE adjoining room reeked of
musty furniture and vinegar, and the
seams of the building were bursting
with every kind of imaginable relicincluding cases of slightly distilled

desk. The only problem was that I
forgot that I had made the last offer at
NO.

pickles l at least they said they were
pickles).
Wall-to-wall people were falling over
each other trying to get close enough to
the auctioneer (who was standing on a
wagon i. to see what he was verbally
unloading.
A chill went up my spine. I felt higher
than the heavens again.
But problems began to occur and
being new to the auction was quite
obvious when I immediately outbid
myself on a white French Provincial
desk (which I felt had "character"
even though it was missing a drawer).
When the auctioneer yelled, "Do I hear
$15?," I automatically waved my card
and said "yes," not wanting to lose my

EMBARRASSED
OVER
my
mistake, I vowed to remain silent until
the last bid was placed. I pushed myself
closer to the wagon. The auctioneer,
recognizing a novice when he saw one,
very quickly held up a red and white
blob (I had taken my glasses off). He
looked directly at me and stated,
"You'll pay two dollars for this item
won't you?"
Caught off guard again, I shot my
head up and down, and upon close inspection discovered the "blob" I had
just bought was a football helmet with a
light bulb protruding from the top. "I
think," I meekly informed my husband,
"that the boys will love it."
Within an hour card number 67 had
vacated a good portion of the building
and we had to arrange for a U-Haul to
transport: a stereo complete with ear
phones and tape recorder, a moldy
trunk depicting years of "charm",
three "irregular" T-shirts with the
question, WHERE THE HELL IS
BOWIJNG GREEN? stamped across

the front, a genuine hand-carvedstraight-from-Germany
sauerkraut
smasher (which resembled a tree
stump with a handle attached), antiquated cow bells, peanut brittle left
over from the Cub Scout's last annual
candy sale, and of course my desk and
helmet.
At the last minute I purchased a
rusty, delapidated garden plow which I
majestically envisioned sprayed with
black paint and decorating the front
yard with conversational possibilities
equivilent to the Rosetta Stone.
Being a junk freak has its assets and
liabilities. I don't know how my addiction is contributing to the Gross
National Product of the country, or to
the revenue in the state of Ohio, but I'm
sure the auctioneers in Bowling Green
are laughing all the way to the city's
refuge grounds, preparing for my next
arrival.
I'm still uncertain about some of the
laws in this state, but please Ralph
Nader whatever you do, don't "recall"
my garden plow. The headlights still
work perfectly.
Lynne Hohensee Five is a student at
the University.

guest columnist

africans tired of oppression
The article entitled "University
racism an ugly reality" was written to
point out the racist situation that exists
here in Bowling Green. It was not
supposed to be the "anti-white
bullcrap" that Mr. Smith perceived it to
be. It was to be an article that African
people cuiild relate to. Many people
wondered why 1 used the word
"African" when I was speaking of
black people. This is only because we
arc African people.
Many African students could relate to
my level of conscienceness. Also, I was
pleased to see that African students
agreed to the ideology that was
promoted in the article. If anyone
should be aware of the racism and
discrimination that goes on in B.G. it is
the African student
So. I hope that the article brought the
problem to light and opened some eyes
to the racist attitude of this "fine
respectable University."
I WAS SOMEWHAT surprised by the
lack of knowledge displayed in the
replies which appeared in The BG News
March 10th. Mr. Smith had the audacity
to try to refute what was said.
He also took the liberty of mentioning
the "meager" fee allocations given to
the Black Student Union and the Black
Board of Cultural Activities. I don't see
the relationship between the $19,250
allocated to the organizations and the
recent assault of African Students.
There is no relation between the two.
For if the organizations where given
$,■(0,000 it wouldn't change the attitude
that white students have towards
African. You act as if African students
here should be satisfied with the few
crumbs we're given and ignore the
problems and discrimination practiced
in Bowling Green.
Also Mr. David Smith, you stated
"...I pay for part of this and refuse to
listen to your cries of 'oppression' and

racism...1'. It is because of people like
you who refuse to listen to our "Cries"
that African students are" taking a
second look on how to solve our racial
problems.
WELL SINCE YOU (and possibly the
entire white student body) are tired of
hearing our "cries" and African people
are tired of "crying", we are changing
OUT "cries" to demands. African people
demand respect and we will receive it
one way or another. I know you're
sick of being referred to as an oppressor..." that's good because we are
lired of being oppressed. If you're not a
racist or an oppressor then you will help
us rid the University of discrimination.
Until African students and white
students can come together and work
these problems out it will always be
practiced. If we can't come together
then Africans must and will solve these
problems oursleves in our own way.
In answer to Ms. Potosnak's article of
accusations of The BG News being
unfair I feel that she made some good
points. But still, the accusations
weren't unfair. It was the truth. The BG
News is biased and racist and Ms.
Potosnak's article proved it. She claims
to be the minority affairs news
reporter. This in itself tells us that the
News is racist or discriminatory. News
is news, there shouldn't be minority
news. What kind of story would qualify
as minority news?
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SO I GUESS what I read in The BG
News is majority news? Before Ms.
Potosnak made her debut no one knew
that there was minority reporter. I hope
that The BG News gets its act together
concerning African affairs and starts
reporting more campus news relevant
to African students.
My point is to correct some of the
ignorance that students seem to possess
concerning the racial situation here on
campus as well as in the city. I hope the
situation is resolved before things get
worse.
African students must stay united to
-solve the problems here in Bowling
Green. Ohio.
Mark Tanks is a student at the
University.
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letters
who pays
for who?
To the Editor:
In your editorial of April 11 you ask
"Will we (the students) end up bearing
the brunt of the faculty's fight to keep
up with inflation?" The implication is
that students have, through increased
tuition costs, paid for faculty salary
increases. The opposite is closer to the
truth. At the beginning of the century,
the average income was the same for a
college professor with a Ph.D. degree
and for a practicing M.D. Today the
average income of an M.D. is nearly
three times that of a professor, and a
lawyer or C.P.A. can expect to earn
almost twice as much as a professor.
Faculty salaries have, therefore,
gone down in compairson with incomes

let's hear
from you
The News welcomes reader response
to editorial comment as well as
opinions on topics of student Interest, In
the form of letters to the editor and
guest columns.
All correspondence should be
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only
those letters and columns signed and
listing the author's address and phone
number for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed
300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject
letters or portions of letters that are
deemed In bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

for people in other professions so that,
in effect, faculty have subsidized
college education. Had faculty salaries
kept pace with the incomes of doctors
and lawyers, tuition would be three or
four times what it is now. Tuition has
been kept from rising as much as have
other costs because salaries have not
kept pace with inflation.
Bea Morton
Associate Professor, English

no to union
Regarding your editorial of April 11.
it sounds as though you might be
lumping all the professors together.
Some are very much opposed to the
union for the same reasons others
support it.
The biggest objection I can see is the
adding to inflation by demanding we
keep up with it!
For the most part we create our own
needs, and unions do make it possible to
create more needs for ourselves.
Ivan Hammond

service
with a smile
I would like to relate to you a problem
that, unfortunately, every student will
face at one time or another in his or her
THE.
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college career. That is the constant and
irritating problem of bureaucracy red
tape.
We are into the quarter three weeks
now and I felt that I had given a certain
sociology course enough chance to find
that I did not like it. I decided to add a
political science course instead and this
is where the problem began. I started
out at the Student Union where I was
told to go to the Administration
building. In turn, I was told to go to my
college to drop-add.
I promptly hiked over to the College
of Business only to find a very curt
secretary in the Dean's office and a
very cold assistant to the Dean. Yes,
you guessed it, Mrs. Marie Hodge. I
explained my desire to drop-add and
was met with a most disgusting attitude. Sne snapped that she failed to
see how anyone could do well in a class
that they had missed 20 percent of
already and that I hadn't given the
other class sufficient chance. I
remarked that I failed to see the purpose of wasting my time and money
remaining in a class that I got nothing
out of.
I cannot understand why the students
are treated in this manner when it is
our money that pays for their
livelihood. Well, she got the last laugh
by making me run to Williams Hall to

STU DENT- (W,T* A/,CK

Q.

get written consent of the instructor of
the class. My instructor, Dr. William
Spragens, was very kind and helpful. A
pleasant change from Mrs. Hodge.
I ended up back at the B.A. building,
after two hours of running around, and
finally got my wish granted by the
almighty hierarchy. Mrs. Hodge, being
of infinite wisdom, implied that I would
have problems in the class. Myself,
being of infinite stubbornness, will be
happy to show her a very satisfactory
grade at the end of this quarter.
Nancy Smith
McDonald East 118

exchange
program
Having read Allen V. Wiley's article
entitled: "Of War and Other Touchy
Topics" that appeared April 6th in
which he referred to the people of
Puerto Rico and their population
overflow. I came up with a solution to
their problem.
It is very simple. Export all trHAmericans presently living in Puerto
Rico, therefore leaving enough room
for I he Puerto Hi cans.
Mariana Maldonado
137 Prout Hall
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Vi/OWfHEY /V/C K,
IT SAYS HERE THAT A NEW
GOVERNMENT STUDY MAS
FOUND THAT BLINKING YOUR

EYES CAUSES CANCER/

YEAH? WELL I KNOW
SOMETHING THAT CAUSES
ULCERS/ HEADACHES,
NAUSEA, AWP DEPRESSION/

( STUPVINO.'
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Crime nearly non-existent in China

Local Briefs

By Mark Sharp
Staff Reporter

Scholarships
The Department of Management is offering scholarships to
juniors majoring in management.
Accumulative grade point average and financial need are
the criteria for consideration. Applications, available in the
Department of Management, are due April 20. For more
information call 372-2946.

Iniern program
The Ohio Legislative Intern Program, sponsored by the
Ohio Legislative Service Commission, is accepting applications for the 1979 Intern Program.
The program is open to any undergraduate of graduate
students who will have completed all degree requirements
before December 1, 1978 and have maintained at least a 3.0
accumulative grade point average. For more information,
contact the Career Planning and Placement Services Office,
360 Student Services Bldg.

Mini-course
The University's Reading Center will sponsor a minicourse with Dr. John Bormuth as guest professor. Dr. Bormuth, professor of education and director of the Reading
Research Center at the University of Chicago, will discuss
"Ideas for Comprehension, Readability, and Close for K-12
Classroom."
The first session will be held 6-9:30 p.m. Friday, with the
second session held 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Saturday, in 115
Education Bldg.
For information about registration, call the Reading
Center at 372-2551.

Crime is at the lowest possible level in China today because
there is no incentive to commit criminal act, Detroit Judge
George W. Crockett. Jr., said Monday nieht.
Crockett, one of the first Americans to witness a criminal
trial in the People's Republic of China, said a comparable
reduction of crime in the U.S. would not be possible because
"crime stems from our dedication to the concept of private
property," he said.
"China's judicial system may be ideal for China, but it
would not work here," he added.
CROCKETT WAS the leader of a delegation of prominent
black judges and lawyers at the trial in 1977.
"There has not been a single case heard by the China
Supreme Court since the 1960s. They have little litigation in
China," he said.
For minor criminal offenses, a process of mediation and
conciliation is instituted, Crockett said.
"These conciliation committees try to adjust conflicts and
resolve disputes to prevent them from arising again," he
said.
CROCKETT DESCRIBED a particular criminal case that
he witnessed in which a 23-year-old male was charged with
auto theft-a serious crime in China as cars are property of
the state.

Cluster satisfies
requirements

Beer blast

Having trouble deciding how to complete your Humanities
group requirements?
The University's Humanities Cluster College just may be
the answer.

Phi Mu sorority will sponsor a beer blast from 8-11:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Hydraulic Room. Proceeds will go to Project
Hope.

Auction for charity
Bicycles and other unclaimed items collected by the
University Police and stored in the lost and found department will be auctioned at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, in the
Student Services Building Forum. The bikes can be viewed
from noon-3:30 p.m.
Proceeds from the auction, sponsored by Charities Board,
go to charity. All sales must be paid in cash.

Camp interviews
Representatives from The Ohio Society for Crippled
Children and Adults will interview students Friday to work at
Camp Pittenger, near Tiffin. Positions include waterfront
and aquatics counselors, craft and nature specialists. Signups are in the Office of Student Employment, 460 Student
Services Bldg.

district court or back to the conciliation committees,"
Crockett said.
"Guilt is determined prior to the trial," be said. "The
judge explains the charges to the defendant, who usually has
already confessed his guilt," he added.
"After a public security detail made a complete investigation of the crime, which included talking with the
witnesses they decided whether the case should go to the
Crockett equated this with plea bargaining in the U.S.
CROCKETT NOTED differences in the two judicial
systems, such as a lack of courthouses in China and jury
contact with the masses.
"Trials were held where it was convenient to the masses
to see what they believe should be done," he said, stressing
that judicial emphasis in the U.S. is on individuals but in
China there is group emphasis.
While in China, Crockett visited a penal institution in
which "reform through labor" was the primary governing
concept.

Review By
Jim Hick
The overtones were pure
melodrama, the plot childish
and the jokes silly, but last
weekend's production of
"Jack and the Beanstalk"
worked because of the
consistency
of
these
elements.

The classes are held in dormitory lounges with an informal setting to promote discussion, according to junior
staff member Beth A. Weldon, sophomore.
The courses in the cluster are more easily interrelated by
being taken at the same time, offering a "deeper involvement with your humanities," Weldon said.

EVEN THOUGH JACK
was supposed to be a 10-yearold boy. Mary Johangten,

THE CLUSTER, taught by Dr. James R. Bashore, is the
only course in which a student may enroll during a quarter
because it is a 15-credit-hour course.

i

"THERE SEEMS to be a definite pattern of good conduct
of prisoners in their prisons," Crockett said, attributing the
behavior to indefnite sentences.
"If you're good while in prison there, your sentence will be
reduced accordingly while if you're bad, your sentence will
be increased," he said.
The emphasis on re-education and good behavior rewards
has resulted in prisons with limited security and force,
Crockett said.
Crockett's credentials for the trip to China include being a
life member of the National Bar Association, National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and
member of the Michigan Supreme Court.

Children's musical comedy also
enjoyed by college students

The mature, serious
college audience loved this
children's
show.
The
children enjoyed it, too, but
the older University students
drowned them out.
It was that funny.
Mark Magill, sophomore,
played the giant well. His
ridiculous costume, which he
designed, established the
character. In most cases, he
resisted hitting the audience
over the head with the
punchlines. He just let them
come.
Anyway,
he's
naturally funny on stage.

The cluster combines literature, history, art, theater and
philosophy into a course that studies a different theme each
quarter.
Civilization and Man, this quarter's theme, focuses on
civilization's influence on art, plays and literature during
different periods of history to define civilization today,
Carolyn M. Ferroni, a freshman in the class, said.

Crockett noted three major differences between
American and Chinese prisons.
"In China, prisons are very clean, there is an absence • of a
show of force and an emphasis on re-education of the
prisoners," he said.

senior, could not get the
characterization right. She is
too feminine. While her
singing voice is right in
range for the role, her
conversational voice is too
high.
A tomboy, perhaps, but
not a boy. However, she is an
accomplished comedienne
and fine songstress.
Tim Damell and Kim
Kish, sophomores, were
good supportng characters
as the giant's henchpeople.
Both have a wide repertory
of comic faces and needed
them to keep their roles from
becoming tedious.
EVERY TIME THE the
giant gave them an order,
they said, "Yes, great
Giant." clapped once and
struck a campy pose. It was
irksome after the fifth or
sixth time.
The most thoroughly
campy character was Brian
Pavlac, senior, as the evil
Baron. He was Snidely
Whiplash to the core-no
redeeming qualities.

It was a tough role, but
Pavlac played it with consistency and a superbly
menacing, rumbling voice.
At the same time, he was
consistent with the rest of the
show.

BECAUSE THE PLAY
was so swiftly and evenly
paced and lasted only an
hour, it never got tiresome.
Everyone started laughing
at 7 p.m. and did not stop
chuckling until 8 p.m.

n- WAS A musical
comedy. No excuse to break
into song was passed up. The
cast turned this into a subtle
running gag. They knew it
was silly, but enjoyed it and
made the audience enjoy it.

The grade school children
also will like the show when
it goes on tour this week. The
dancing,
action
and
costumes are enough to keep
any child amused.
Children
lack
the
sophistication of adults, but
not all the intelligence.
Because they have no
sophistication to be relieved
of. they will miss some of the
humor.

There were no attempts
to play it straight. A straight
line or delivery would have
interrupted the flow and
broken
through
the
audience's
suspended
disbelief. Camp of this type
must
be
consistent
throughout.

THE CHILDREN may
not appreciate the show as
much as the college audience
The silliness and style of did. An intelligent child may
the show amused a college be insulted because there is
audience
because
it no meat in the show-nothing
inherently played off the to make a child think.
It obviously is not the
supposed sophistication of
the audience and provided purpose of this show to make
children think. But why not?
comic relief from studies.
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This Semester, your reading assignments will probably
require around 500 hours of your time.

You could cut it to 150
Come to a FREE SPEED READING LESSON
Increase Your Reading Speed 50-100%

COMPARE and DECIDE

20-50 percent discount on books.
Tuition Assistance Payment Plan
D.R.S. guarantees in writing to at least triple your NO FINANCE CHARGE!!
DYNAMIC READING SPEED or you will receive Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Inc.
a FULL refund.
Partial refund of the price of the
Advanced Course
course if you fail.
Lifetime membership enables our
No known advanced course known at this time.
graduates to retake the course to extend
Their graduates are required to pay
their skills at no additional charge.
a registration fee to retake the course.
Our professional instructors are required to do NOexamsgiven.
extended research after the initial training
period for further insight, and take written exams. NO reading proficiency evaluations given.
Our instructors are required to take reading NO discount on books.
Contractual obligation with finance Charge.
proficiency evaluations.
Dynamic Reading Systems Inc.

ALL MEETINGS
HELD AT THE
BEST WESTERN
FALCON PLAZA
1450 E. Wooster St.

ATTEND A FREE LESSON
Wednesday
Thursday

April 12 2:00
April 13 12:00

6:00
2:00

Dynamic Reading Systems Inc.

8:00
4:00
"Know/edge is a
reflection of reading"

A company established by a group of former Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' Instructors, utilizing totally new concepts.
1721 CROOKS RD., TROY, Ml 48084

(313) 649-5210

Copyright 1977 Dynamic Reading Systems, Inc.
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IT YOU
CAN SEE
YOURSELF
IN SYSTEMS
CONSULTING

UAO is offering Yoga
with its
Spring Mini Courses.
It will be 6-7:30 p.m. on
ndays in 2nd floor Batchelder.
Sign up in UAO office

Campus Calendar

1st class is April 17
«******«**<»^*A******AA*AA****A».*»VWWA*AI

SEE US.
We are

Interviewing

MAJORS on April

THE

COMPUTER SCIENCE

JEWELRY BOX

Planning and Placement Services, 360 Student
Services Building for:

WEDNESDAY

IS NOW

17th and 18th at Career

Meetings
Business Interview Sign Ups 7:30 8:30 p.m.. Forum, Student
Services.

BIGGER & BETTER!

COMPUTER CONSULTING PROFESSIONALS

Red Cross Bloodmobile 10 a.m. 3:45 p.m.. Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Charities Board Bike Auction 3:30 p.m.. Forum, Student
Services.

AT ITS

• System Design

NEW LOCATION
144 S. MAIN

• Programming Consultants
• Systems Analysts
•Project Leaders
•Data-Base Professionals

®Lu naumer Systems
SERVICCSGROUP INC

*&~&«0-*&*&*&*&*&»&»&*&*&+,

Every Wednesday Night
6:30 or 9 p.m.
April 12 thru May 24

UAO Good Times Weekend Information Meeting 4 p.m..
Second floor lounge, Student Services.
Sigma Tau Delta 7 p.m.. White Dogwood Suite. Union.
Information night for English students interested in careers
other than teaching.

(NEXT TO J.C. PENNEY'S)
»&*&»&•&•&

ABORTION

Join the UAO
SPRING BOWLING LEAGUES

Campus Calendar Is a dally listing ol campus events
(meetings, lectures, and entertainment), provided as a
service to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are tree
and open to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Hall,
372 2003. There Is no charge for submitting listings to the
section, i

TOLL FREE
9 u.m.-IO p.m.

Gay Union 7:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge. Union.
UAO Trips Information night 7:30 p.m.. Alumni Room,
Union.
KoSutemi DoioKarate 7:309:30p.m., 201 Hayes.
Dance Marathon Info night -10 p.m., Sanctuary, Kohl Hall.

Mixed Teams (2 guys, 2 girls)
Only $11 for the Whole Quarter
Sign Up In The Buckeye Room
Alone Or In A Gang
Prizes Awarded To The Winning Teams

SOMKMK*.
MtCAWEffS
HODTOim

DID YOU mm

YOU
\

than it

UAO Mini Course 9 p.m., Wayne Room, Union. Camping and
backpacking. For those who signed up.
Entertainment
Faculty Swim 12:30 2 30 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 25
cents. lOcents suit rental.
"Roots: The War" 12:30, 1:30, 2:30, 7:30. 8:30 p.m., Car
nation Room for afternoon showings, 210 Math Sciences for
evening showings.
UAO Bowling Leagues 6:30, 9 p.m., Buckeye Room, Union.
Entry fee «1
PRSSA Party--7-9 p.m.. Cardinal Room, Union. Open to
members.
UAO Local Talent Auditions 8 10 p.m. Sign up In UAO office,
third floor. Union.
Public Skating-8 10 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission SI, skate
rental 50 cents.
"The Mikedo"--9 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater, University
Hall. Admission »2, studentssl.

by Garry Trudeau
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Can Vote
Thursday
April 27
SGA Elections

Roy's Roast Beef Platter:
even better %jk ;'.

$0m&
%i

Eckankar Intro Lecture 7:30 p.m.. Perry Croghan Room,
Union. "The Path of Total Awareness "
UAO Mlni-Course-8 p.m., Wayne Room, Union. For those who
signed up.

DOONESBURY

1 -800-438-8039

w^y

Lectures and Classes
PDLPC Workshop 1:30 p.m., 320 Student Services. "Factors
Involved In Career Choice."
Cheerleading Cllnic--7-9 p.m., Anderson Arena. For semifinalists.

•POST.'SOOD
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Classifieds

The Best

$1

Try something different next time
a roast beef sub at Pagliai's
It's great the way you like it

so choose your

own ingredients for the best-tasting sub in town!
Choose from cheese, lettuce, onions, pickles,
horseradish,
dressings

tomatoes

mayo,

and

mustard,

your

choice

italian

of

dressing,

pizza sauce, and thousand island dressing. Any
way

a

roast

beef sub

is

extra

delicious

Pagliai's.
l/3loaf

$2.00

Full loaf

$5.50

at

29

Wednesday
Only

Roy's famous roast beet,
sliced thin and tender,
stacked high on a seasoned
sesame seed bun Delicious!
Served with crisp, cowboy
fries and chuck wagon cole
slaw.
A platter of godd cowboy
kind of eatin' we serve with
pride.

Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571

Wooster
Summit
OPEN
10:30
HDNIGHT

^••i

4>KT

Presents the Fabulous
Delta Gamma Dimplettes!!
Provided to Entertain All Interested Men
at the Phi Tau House
Wed., April 12 at 7:30
RODGERS

Plenty of Refreshments & Women
*

How Interested Are YOU?

_

K

SERVICESOFFERED
Professional typing. 13 yrs.
experience. 320 Ridge St. 3521335
Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material & Pregnancy Aid.
372 57768.352 9393.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RICKY
AND THANKS FOR THE
LAST SIX MONTHS, I LOVE
Y.OU. VICKI.
Congratulations
Dawn
Meadows on being selected
Miss Medina. Good luck at
Miss Ohio. Love. Your Phi Mu
Sisters.

Summer
help needed
at
Mystery Hill & Prehistoric
Forest, Marbleheed, OH. Call
732 3439 & arrange tor in
tervlew.

PERSONALS

Bowling Green

945 S. Main
Bowling Grun

in the Toledo area Come to 106
University Hall for an ap
plication.

Glasses found on Williams St.
Call 352 8676 after 7.
Ladie's
gold
watch
lost
Thursday. Sentimental Value.
Reward. 352 5488

Europe less than Vi economy
fare guaranteed reservations.
Call toll free 800 325 4867 or see
your travel agent Uni Travel
Charters.
Beer Blast at Hydraulic Room
April 13 at 8 00 n 30. Sponsored by Phi Mu for Project
Hope

Professional Sound Systems.
The Music Machine offers
Sound for all sorts of Parties.
Call Dave Brown at 352 2900.

•PIZZA*SUBS<SPAGHETTI«lASAGNA*SALAOS

Pogliors

LOST AND FOUND
Lost gray plastic tool box with
a'rt supplies, on Thurstin Ave.
Reward 385 I486, Toledo

*

+

*

J

,—, ^

U j

Sigma Chi marathoners are
running to Ohio State to raise
money for the American
Cancer Society this weekend.
FREE for the asking Vl gal. of
Pepsi in a resealable bottle
when you purchase any 16 inch
pizza from Pisanello's Pizza,
352 5166. Please ask for your
free pop when ordering. 1
coupon or value per pizza.
Jacl Danford & Beth Lange
Congratulations
on
your
selection as rush counselors
for next year. L.I.T.B. Your
D.G. Sisters.
Swimming goggles are now In
stock at The Locker Room,
order your uniforms also. 112
S.Maln.
TRAIN NOW FOR APRIL29ITI
MINI MARATHON.
Pizza, hotdogs, refreshments
ft, entertainment! Join an
established fraternity with
many benefits! Phi Kappa Tau
Rush dates remaining: April
10th, 12th & 17th 7:309:30.
Friendship & Brotherhood is
the only way!
Two women need escorts for
three sorority parties this
quarter. We're interested In
iniellegent men who really like
to party, no grad or narc
squad members need call!
Both have a penchant for
blonds & grad. asses. 372-4900
for more info.
Locker Room Sporting Goods
the one step for all your
sporting goods. And for your
lewelry 1 gifts see Vatan's.

Kappa Sigs: Thanks for the
Hawaiian Party. It was great
ft, the leis really added to the
atmosphere. We'll have to get
together
again
sometime.
PZ.'s.
Alpha Xis, What away to start
off the quarter Thanx for a
great tea The SAEs.
Brothers of Kappa Sigma
congratulate Bear & Anita on
their
Kappa
Sigma
lavallering.
Kappa Sig's wish best of luck
to Brother Jim Macko & the
rest of the lacrosse team today
against Michigan,
DZ's thanks for helping us
start off Spring Quarter with
an excellent tea. Kappa Sigs.
Congratulations Jay Mosley on
being awarded Most.Valuable
Volleyball player tor BGSU.
You deserved It!
Vivica: Much love on your BDay! Love, Steve.
WANTED
F. rmmte. tor 78-79 school
year. Furn. apt. very close to
campus. Call 372 1514 or 372
4688.
M. rmmte. immed. for Spr.
Qtr. S82.50 plus elec. See John
Archer. Thurstin Manor, Apt.
110 after 5 p.m.
HELPWANTED
How would you like a SUMMER INTERNSHIP selling
RESORT PROPERTY* for
further
information
call
Placement OHice. 372-2356.
EXPERT
TYPIST needed
immediately to type dissertation in Spanish from typed
text. Knowledge of Spanish
desirable. Call collect 1 447
4297.
The
BG
News
needs
salespeople to sell advertising

We need waitresses, waiters,
pizza-makers
&
delivery
people. Apply between 4-9
p.m., M Fri. at 440 E. Court.
Pagliai's East.

MURRAY
HOTEL —MACKINAC
ISLAND, MICHIGAN needs
summer cooks, bartenders,
maintenance
man,
piano
players
4
personnel
for
rotation between food service,
waitressing ft housekeeping.
Send complete resume, work
experience,
recent
photo,
social security number, first &
last day available to work to:
3969 Penberton, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 41105.
COUNSELORS
WAN
TED Physical
Education,
athletes. WSI, drama, A&C.
general, coed overnight camp,
NY. State. Apply David
Etlenberg, 15 Eldorado Place,
Weehawfcen,
New
Jersey
07087.
COUNSELORS:
CAMP
WAZIYATAH FOR GIRLS,
HARRISON.
MAINE.
OPENINGS: Tennis (varsity
or skilled players); Swimming
(WSI); Boating. Canoeing;
Sailing, Waterskilng, Gym
nasties;
Archery;
Team
Sports;
Arts
ft.
Crafts;
Pioneering
&
Trips,
Photography for Yearbook
Secretary; Registered Nurse.
Season: June 26 to August 21
Write (enclose details as to
your skills, Interests, etc.)
Director. Box 153, Great Neck,
NY. 11022. Telephone: 516 482
4323
FOB SALE
Advent 201 casette deck ft,
crown IC ISO pre amp. Both
excell. cond S250 each. 35}
2233 eves.
Ramada 1972 mobile home,
furniture stays, good cond.,
shed stays, pull-out in living
room, $5,800 or best offer.
Lawndale
Plaza.
Lot
4,
Weston. OH. Ph. 669 8541.
FREE Siamese kitten 7 weeks
old. Call 372 1619

Mazda RX4 wagon, 1975, AM
FM,
4 speed,
air,
un
derroating,
excoll
cond .
S2.950. Ph. 866 1789 or 352 8880
FREE 3 mo. old German
Shepherd. Good watch dog ft, t,
mo old white cockapoo. Both
»re housebroken ft, need good
homes badly. 257 2188 or 257
3681.
'68 Cadillac Fleetwood. AM
FM stereo radio, all power,
AC. runs good, minor dent on
rlqht rear fender. S700 or best
Offer. 257 2188 or 257 3681
Late '75 model Honda Civic
CVCC automatic hatch back.
23.000 mi. J2795. 352 3273.
1971 Dodge Tradesman 6 cyl
automatic. 4 new tires, new
alternator. Partially insulated,
custom windows & captain
chairs. GoodM.P G. best offer
over si800 00 Call 352 5357, ask
for Michael.
FOR RENT
2 F. rmmtes. needed to
sublease furn. apt. Fall qtr.
Cheap rent, close to campus.
Call 352 8781 or 372 2003.
SUMMER RENTALS. 575 E
Merry St. 2 bedrm. apts 1450
per quarter plus electric.
Furn. 824 Sixth Rt. 2 bedrm.
apts. J350 per quarter plus
electric. Furn. Call Newlove
Realty 352 5163.
Mid Am Manor now leasing
unfurn. apt. for Summer ft.
Fall. All util. pd. except, elec
Call 352 4380between 1 «■ 5.
House to sublet for summer
AC A, laundry facilities excell
location. 121 N. Prospect 352
6464.
THURSTIN MANOR APTS.
AIR COND. FULLY CAR
PETED,
CABLE
TV,
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES
EFFICIENCIES
NOW
LEASING FOR SUMMER ft,
FALL 451 THUjRSTIN ST. 352
5435.
Apt to sublet Until June 15
Furn. or unfurn. $165 mo. 1
bed, rm. 352 6152 alter 5.
Houses. 2 bedrm. apts, ft
single rooms for Summer
rental. Ph. 152-7365
Enjoy summer
ttvinq at
Rockledge Manor. 8S« 6th St. S.
College. Lg. UOOsq ft luxury
2 bedrm , 2 full Oaths, AC,
furn. apts., cable vision, dish
washer ft, lots of closets.
Special
Reduced
Summer
Rates. Resident Manager Apt
2. JJ1-D41.
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Day in review

From Associated Press

wire reports

School employees eye
no-pay, no-work plan
Employees of the debt-ridden
Cleveland schools began voting
yesterday on a no-pay, no-work
proposal while top state officials met in
Columbus to search for bail-out money
for the system.
Cleveland Teachers Union members
along with the rest of the system's
11,000 employees have not been paid
since mid-March.
Even as they voted, lawyers for four
unions representing Cleveland teachers
and other school workers asked the
Ohio Supreme Court in Columbus to
order schools closed until money is
found to pay the debts.
MEANWHILE, VOTING over five
school days will decide whether to give

state
the union executive board authority to
order members not to report for work.
Teachers in Cleveland stayed out of
class a week last November when the
system ran short of money. They
returned after special state legislation
allowed the system to carry a $20
million debt past Dec. 31.
As teachers voted on the latest nowork question, strikes disrupted
classes for nearly 58.000 students in
school districts at Toledo, Brunswick
and Richmond Heights, all in northern
Ohio.

THE LATE AFTERNOON ran cast
Its rays on a fishing enthusiast as he
tried his lock at the Indlanford Dam
In Janesville, Wls„ last week.

Council probe aids
Kucinich recall drive
A shaky peace has ended between
Cleveland's City Council and Mayor
Dennis J. Kucinich with the council
investigating the ransacking of the
office of a former municipal commissioner.
After council action Monday night,
Kucinich called its members "a bunch
of buffoons."
Council Majority Leader Bazil M.
Russo said hearings in the probe should
serve as a "court of public opinion" in
which Cleveland residents could decide
whether to sign petitions for the
mayor's removal.
LEADERS OK A drive to force a
June vote on the recall of the mayor
said a probe into the late-night search
of offices of former Economic
Development Commissioner Joseph P.
Furber would aid the petition drive.

Three city employees, who said they
were acting on instructions of the city's
human resources director, wed
through Furber's files the night of
March 14 in an investigation of alleged
irregularities.
The employees were admitted to the
office by a security guard, locks were
broken in the office and two bottles of
liquor reportedly were consumed in the
incident.
JAMES BARRETT, Cleveland
safety director, said the employees
were wrong in their acts, but that a
police report cleared Human Resources
Director Isabelle Hendricks.
Furber later resigned and never
made a formal complaint.
The incident took place 10 days
before Kucinich dismissed Police Chief
Richard D.Hongisto.

AP pholo

Rules out wage, price controls

Carter asks for help in anti-inflation drive
President Carter, in a new effort to
slow inflation, asked business and labor
for voluntary cooperation yesterday
and promised not to use wage and price
controls except in
"a national
emergency like all-out war."
The president, launching a new antiinflation offensive, also chided
Congress for not enacting his long-

Lebanese refugees return home
Thousands of refugees, prodded by
their-govcrnmenU jemmd. h.ome_(o_
south Lebanon yesterday as Israel
started to relinquish the area.
Chartered buses, trucks and private
cars, crammed with personal
belongings, carried refugees to Israeli
checkpoints and into the southern port
city of Tyre.
Israeli soldiers, worried about
guerrilla infiltrations, turned back
refugees who lacked identification
cards.

To the north, in Beirut, bitter fighting
continued between Christian and
Moslem militiamen.
At least 5,000 southern I^banese
headed home from refugee camps in
Sidon and Beirut on the first day of a
government-sponsored
repatriation
program. An estimated 20.000 others
returned earlier.

THE ISRAELI TROOP withdrawals
were east of Tyre. Tyre is the only area
south of the I Jtani River Israel doesn't
occupy.

ABOUT 220.000 fled when Israel invaded southern l*banon March 15.
"We are returning because our
government told us to but we don't feel

secure, said Jamil Abe Khalil, a
farmer from the Israeli-occupied
consUil town"oT Abassiye.~"We jusl
don't have any choice.''
The government says it will cut off
rations to refugees who refuse to return
to homes in the south. Those who return
will get a month's supply of food.
ISRAELI DEFENSE MINISTER
Ezcr Wiezman paid a surprise visit to a
checkpoint south of Tyre to reassure
the refugees they had nothing to fear.
In the first phase of the troop withdrawal, several hundred Israelis pulled
out of Rashaya el-Fukhar for a new post
about a mile to the southwest, toward
Israel.

stalled energy program and threatened
administrative action to restrict
foreign oil imports.
The inflation rate last year was 6.8
percent. Prices rose at an annual rate
of 8.4 percent during the first two
months of 1978. The administration had
originally predicted prices would rise
6.1 percent this year. But some
government economists say the increase could be closer to 7 percent.
IN RULING OUT wage and price
controls, Carter said he will not try to
stem inflation by proposing actions that
would increase unemployment.
■¥BBlt imagine any droomstances
under which I would favor wage and
price controls than a national

pay raises for White House employees
by merely issuing an executive order.
Carter gave his White House staff a
pay raise of up to 25 percent in March
1977 and another of 7.05 percent in
November.
The president said it is a myth that
the government itself can stop inflations.

nation
emergency like all-out war," he told a
news conference following a speech to
the American Society of Newspaper
Editors.
Carter said he would set an example
by seeking to limit federal pay increases to about 5.5 percent this year
and by vetoing legislation that would
fuel inflation.
CONGRESS WOULD have the final
say on salaries for most federal employees, although Carter could limit

"Let me be blunt about this point,"
Carter said. "I am asking American
workers to follow the example of
federal workers and accept a lower rate
of wage increase. In return they have a
right to expect a comparable restraint
in price increases for the goods and
services they buy."

Carter judges tax credits 'detrimental'
President Carter, speaking shortly
after a House committee trimmed back
its tuition tax credit bill, said yesterday
he would veto any such bill that he
considers cither unconstitutional or too
costly.
"Every proposal I have seen in the
Congress so far is both costly and unconstitutional," the president told the

American Society of Newspaper
Editors.
i don't favor tuition tax credits
under any circumstance, even at a very
■light level." Carter said. "It's very
detrimental to the future of education in
our country."
HIS ANNOUNCEMENT came after
the House Ways and Means Committee

stripped its bill of provisions that would
allow income tax credits for tuition paid
for elementary and secondary schools.
The committee's 20-16 vote leaves the
bill covering only college tuition costs.
The House bill would provide tax
credits of 25 percent of the cost of
college or other post-secondary tuition,
up to a maximum credit of $250 a year.

JAM PROUDLY PRESENTS
Friday, April 14
8 PM
TOLEDO
CENTENNIAL HALL

with

KARLA BONOFF
Tickets S7.50-S6.50 Reserved
Tickets available at Centennial Hall Box Office, Finder? Records in
Bowling Green and Findlay Central Travel & Tickets La SallesDowntown & Woodville. Mail Boooie Records, The Other Boogie
Peaches Records & Tapes, The Head Shed & The Depot

Greyhound RxThe cure for
college blahs.
It's a feeling thai si .
II upon
you The exams, the pop tests the required
reading, the hours at i>" • ■. the thesis
they won I go away
But you can this weekend, takeoff,
say hello lo youi blends, see the sights,
have a great time You'll artive with money in
your pocket because you' Greyhound trip
doesn't take thai
II you re lei
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and splil It s
a sure cure for the blahs

Greyhound Service
To

Oi»
w«y

Cleveland
Detroit
Ginci
Akron
Dayton

11.30
8 30
I5.J5
l?.50
11 55

SKI CLUB
SPRING PARTY
HELP US CELEBRATE OUR BEST YEAR EVER!
-M , Thursday Nite 7:30
*% «o'v*

RoundTrip

f,PM
;PM
1PM
iPM
Spy
:

Ask your aqe

MR.AViRY

235 S. Main

GO GREYHOUND

6:50
6:35
10:50
7:55
»:"»
■

'

"

PW
I"/
PM
PM

PM
;

353-5482

ICE ARENA LOUNGE
OPEN TO MEMBERS & GUESTS

— ELECTIONS FOR NEW OFFICERS - 9:00
— OVER $300 of DOOR PRIZES
Top Prize: Rossingnol Skis, Other Prizes: Kerma Poles,
Sunglasses, Goggels, Ski Bags, and lots more.
— BEER, AAUNCHIES
Prizes to be given away at 9:30 sharpOnly registered members eligible

+-<&^
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Sports
Netters sink WSU, 8-1
By Steve Sadler
Sports Editor
It's no surprise to anyone in Bowling Green when high
winds whip through the flatlands, but visiting tennis teams
are finding the winds very disagreeable.
The Falcons hosted another unsuspecting guest yesterday
in Wayne State and ran their record to 10-1 with a 8-1 victory.
"I'm just glad the high winds bothered them more than
us," BG tennis coach Bob Gill said. "Only Andy (Cantrell)
wasa victim."
Cantrell lost his match at the sixth singles spot, 6-3.6-4, for
the only blemish of the day.
GLENN JOHNSON started the onslaught with a 6-0, W
pasting of Al Turner in the number one singles spot in a
match which took less than a half-hour.
Tom Olson then polished of Dale Steiss 6-2,7-6, winning the
tiebreaker in the second set 54.
The third singles match was won by Dave Epstein, who
outlasted Garhard Schubert, 7-5, 6-4, while in fourth singles
Brian Huf fer whipped Bob Jackson, 6-1,6-0.
Steve Corey closed out the Falcons' singles victories
6-1,6-3 in the number five spot. The victory upped his record
to 10-2. prompting Gill to remark 'his consistancy is a real
surprise."
Johnson and Olson won the number one doubles match, 6-3,
6-4, while Huffer and Steve Trimble (5-7, 7-6, 6-2) and Mark
Livingston and Cantrell 16-4, 7-5) won the other two doubles
matches.
"I LIKE the attitude right now of our players playing in the
wind." Gill said. "They are accepting playing in wind con-

ditions. They are not trying to do things they can't do in the
wind. They are playing a little smarter than some of the
teams in the past."
With the victory, the Falcons moved their record to 10-1
which includes seven straight victories.
"In the last ten years twice we've had seven wins in a
row," Gill said. "If we can win Friday it will be our biggest
streak ever."
Gill was particularly pleased witti Epstein's victory.
"What was satisfying was Dave Epstein with his win today
may be pulling out of his slump," Gill said. "He's been
struggling with his confidence and net play. I hope with this
match he's getting his confidence back."
THOUGH THE Falcons only loss has been to powerful
Miami of Florida, a national power, Gill feels his troops have
yet to hit their peak.
"We are playing well enough to win," he said. "But we are
far from our peak."
Johnson continues to lead the Falcons with the best singles
record-13-l-while Cantrell is 7-3, Huffer 8-4, Olson 7-5 and
Epstein is 5-9.
Johnson and Olson have a 11-2 mark in doubles, and GUI
has said many times this season that position is the strongest
on the team.
BG hosts another quadrangular this weekend, with Northern Illinois coming in Friday for the Falcons first taste of
conference play. Notre Dame and Eastern Kentucky will be
Falcon foes on Saturday.

Laxers host Michigan
The practice field, located west of the stadium, has seen a
lot of action so far this year. No games have been played in
the stadium as of yet.

By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor
Coach Jim Plaunt assures everyone today's game with
Michigan won't be like last year's.
The Falcons won that game, 7-6, and Plaunt is confident of
another victory, but says it will be a little diffeent this time
around.
Last year, the game went into four overtimes before Lee
Murphy notched an unassisted goal in the sudden death
period. The game took over three and one-half hours, the
longest game in Bowling Green lacrosse history.
"There's no way the game will last as long as last year,"
Plaunt said jokingly, "the rule has been changed, so we go
right into a sudden death period, no overtimes."
BUT TURNING serious, Plaunt said that it should be a
good game.
"I think the close score from last year may prove as an
incentive," Plaunt said. "The fact is was close indicated that
they can play right with us."
Today's game gets underway at 4 p.m., but the location is
still uncertain.
"We'll be playing in the stadium, unless they tell us differently," Plaunt said. They don't want us to rip up the field,
so we might be playing on our practice field if the weather
calls for it."
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SLOPPY PLAV-Kimling Green's rugby team encountered messy conditions this weekend, but still

SOFTBALL UNIFORMS
SOCCER SHOES £r UNIFORMS
TENNIS EQUIPMENT
HAND BALL EQUIPMENT
Same Day Shirt Lettering
Service

Locker Room

BUT KENNETH Schoeni, administrative assistant at the
stadium, says chances are good for playing in the stadium.
"At this point (Tuesday afternoon), I think we are going to
go in the stadium," Schoeni said. "The sun's out and the
wind's blowing hard, so unless we get more rain, the stadium
will be playable."
For once, the injury problem doesn't exist for the Falcons
"Our bruises are so minor it's not worth mentioning," Plauni
said.
The Wolverines are also reported to be healthy, coming off
a win over cross-state rival Michigan State after an opening
loss to Ohio State.
STICK NOTES-In addition to being the longest game ever
for Bowling Green, last year's Michigan game included the
most penalties for a Falcon team, 19...Off from the regular
season grind last weekend, the Falcons held a scrimmage
with the University of Toronto Saturday, coming away a 13-7
victor...Freshmen Marc Gruntwagin and Mike Lynch have
been ruled academically ineligible for the 1978 season.

Postponed
The Falcons' scheduled
double-header versus Adrian
yesterday afternoon was
postponed due to wet
uTounds. The game has been
rescheduled for April 24.

Bowling Green will make
its fourth attempt to open the
home baseball season this
Friday at 1 p.m. against
Cleveland State at Warren
E. Stellar Field.
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IT'S TODAY! ^^
Charities Board's (5£)
Annual Bike Auction
with Auctioneer Gene Adler
3:30 this afternoon
Forum, Student

s~
SPORTING GOODS
,*'ll2S.MainSt.
Ph. 353-6341

Services Bldg.

Nowsphoto by Dave Ryan
managed to split, beating John Carroll before dropping
a decision to Dayton.

Ruggers split pair
ByPatHyland
Staff Reporter
The men's "A" rugby club split a pair of games over the
past weekend, and advisor Roger Mazzerella is not happy
about it.
The team hosted John Carroll University Saturday afternoon, and came away with a 4-3 victory over the Blue
Streaks and although victory usually brings smiles, such was
not the case for the Falcons.
"To be truthful, the game was very boring," said Mazzarella. "Both teams seemed like all they wanted to do was
play in the puddles."
DAVE DESENBURGH scored the lone try for the Falcons,
who played on a very wet, cold day.
"The game was played in slop and muck and you name it."
complained Mazzarella. "It was really bad. If we could only
get some decent weather for a change."
Mazzerella saw both positive and negative play in the
Carrol match.
"The forwards looked good, but the backs looked horrible,"
assessed Mazzerella. "Something just isn't working back
there. It's something we're going to have to work out at
practice."
THE RUGGERS paid a visit to Dayton on Sunday, but
came up on the short end of a 10-9 score.
"We got homered, and that's just what it was," Mazerella

Wre.
counting
on °
you.
Red Cross.

SGA
Elections
April 27
Thursday

said. "The ref stood 30-40 yards off of the ball the whole
game."
Greg Mayernick got BG on the scoreboard with a try, and
Joe Horstman added five points with a conversation and
penalty kick.
As in the firsl game, Mazzerella cited strong forward
play but sloppy performance by the backs.
"It was a forward's game all the way," said Mazzerella.
THE FALCONS almost pulled out a victory at the end of
the game, but Ray DiSanto couldn't hang on to a Mike
Higgins pass, giving Dayton the ball as time ran out.
The "B" team also split the weekend, dropping an 8-4
decision to John Carroll but thrashing Dayton 22-0.
Harry Davis registered BG's only score against Carroll a
game which Mazzarella termed "sloppy."
The offense caught fire against Dayton, however, with four
Falcons tallying.
STEVE BUCCIFERRO led the assault with a 10 point afternoon, scoring one try and three conversion kicks. Dave
Garza. Dennis Snook and Ron Baumon all added one try
apiece, and the "B" squad sauntered home with a split for
the weekend.
The "C" team added a Falcon victory as well with a 6-0
shutout of Defiance.
Scoring in that contest were Roger Mazzarella with one try
and Mark Persiani with a conversion kick.
The "A" team hopes to solve it's backfield problems by this
Saturday when they face Wittenberg in the Ohio College
Division Championships.

Ali-Spinks sign to fight
NEW ORLEANS (APIHeavyweight
champion
Leon Spinks and former
champ Muhammed All
signed Tuesday to fight
again for the title on Sept. IS,
and they were obviously
elated over the prospect of
additional wealth.

However, the title bout will
not be for the whole crown as
it was when the last met.
Spinks was stripped of title
recognition by the World
Boxing Council because it
said he failed to meet a
commitment to make his
first defense against Ken

(Please Vote)
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FOREST APARTMENTS
Large, Clean, Comfortable
Apartments
And As A Bonus You Get
Pendleton Realty Service
$225 per person per quarter
(4 person occupancy)
Still accepting applications
for fall quarter
Pendleton
Realty

352-1619

Resident
Manager

351-2276

ALUMNI
SCHOLARSHIP
Alumni Scholarship applications are now
being accepted from students enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences and having
earned less than 138 hours at the end of Winter
Quarter, 1978. The Alumni Scholarship is
based on financial need, activities in school,
plans after graduation, personal reasons, and
if parents are alumni (not necessary
prerequisite).
Applications can be picked up in the College
of Arts and Sciences office, room 205,
Administration Building. Completed applications are due by April 19,1978.
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Norton, who now is
recognized as champion by
theWBC.
Spinks still Is champ in the
eyes of the World Boxing
Association.
Bob Arum, president of
Top Rank, Inc., the promoter
which has the rights to
Spinks' next three fights,
refused to disclose terms of
the fighters' contracts and
added he has no intention of
disclosing them in the future.
However, the contrasts add
up lo a lot of loot. "Santa
Claus," Spinks said of his
financial
arrangement.
"Santa Claus."
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THE BROTHERS OF

THETA CHI

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR NEW ACTIVES
DEAN BEAUDOIN
SKIP CIRANNA
BOB COLEMAN
MARK HENDERLONG
CASEY KALMAN
TIM K0M0R0WSKI

BILL KURFIS
BRYAN KYNKOR
BRUCE MICHELICH
DON VARGO
KEVIN WELBORN
ROB WINKLE
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